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Everything you need to restore fiber communications... in a Go-Kit!

Are you a:
Contractor?
Technician?
First Responder?
We’ve made a kit
just for you...



888-545-12542

Everything you need... in a Go-Kit!
At PRO, we’ve taken our experience from working in the field and transformed it into a comprehensive solution 
for all your fiber optic gear. Many industries, many tools to track, many problems... One solution - Go-Kit.

Whether you are an installer, technician or emergency responder, there’s nothing more convenient than having 
all your equipment ready to go when a job springs up - we know this from experience. With the PRO Go-Kit you 
will have everything you need to clean, test, inspect and connect fiber communications conveniently stored so 
you can “grab and go”. 

Every Go-Kit is purpose-built. We have assembled the kits to accommodate a wide variety of situations that 
technicians are likely to encounter on the job. When it comes to saving time and doing the job right, there’s only 
one answer, Work with a PRO!

More Information: If you like what you see here, check out all the individual Go-Kit configurations 
at our website. Visit http://precisionratedoptics.com/product-category/kits/ and request a quote!

Servicing a variety of fiber optic industries...

There’s a Go-Kit to suit every task and every budget!
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One Solution...

Go-Kit Backpacks

Go-Kit Tool Kits

Optical Loss Go-Kits

Go-Kit Cleaning Kits
Certain cleaning supplies are needed on any fiber job. 
We’ve chosen the most commonly-used items and 
configured several Go-Kit Cleaning Kits. Get just the 
basics or upgrade for more! Inspect, Clean, Evaluate.. 
Test (ICE-T). Always inspect your endface to determine 
its quality to choose the preferred cleaning method.

Precision Rated Optics has configured a variety of Go-Kit 
tool kits based on different field operations. Whether 
you simply need hand tools for your inventory or field 
termination tools, PRO has you covered. No where else 
in the industry will you find one product line that has 
everything you need - PRO Go-Kits.

Whether you are a fiber technician or contractor, 
Optical Loss Go-Kits contain all the tools necessary to 
quickly measure loss, power levels, inspect and clean 
connector end-faces. Features including both SM, MM 
testing capabilities, test cables and SC, ST, FC and 
universal adapters in a semi-rigid carrying case make 
PRO the best fiber test kit on the market.

This is no ordinary backpack. Go-Kit Backpacks are the 
ultimate solution for fiber technicians everywhere. Go-
Kit Backpacks come in industry-configured designs and 
can include a fusion splicer, OTDR, PM/LS, VFL, cleaning 
supplies and tools all in one convenient, rugged and 
field-tested backpack. Can’t find what you need? Ask 
us about customizing your own Go-Kit Backpack at no 
additional cost!
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